Cloud Solutions for today’s Modern
Law Firm
Workspace-as-a-Service with U2Cloud

Secure and
cost-effective
cloud services
designed for
todays modern
law firms.
Key benefits:
Drive growth and improve customer service while cutting costs
and complexity
Workspace-as-a-Service will securely host your entire law practice in the cloud:
all of the software applications and data needed to run your law firm, fully
supported and completely managed. Because our offerings are designed to be
flexible to manage and easy to use, we can deliver a superior Workspace
experience on any device — without all of the IT headaches.
Your cloud resources can be accessed from any network-connected device including
new PCs, older hardware and thin clients. All data and applications are stored
centrally, ensuring a higher level of data security and helping simplify regulatory
compliance. For end users, these applications are integrated seamlessly, without
disturbing current work processes. They look, feel and behave like local
applications.

Workspace-as-a-Service with U2Cloud delivers
Safe and Secure

Unlimited Resources Platform Agnostic

Business continuity

Multiple redundant
systems cover
everything from power
through to intrusion
Protection.

More computing power
is added seamlessly,
right when your
organization needs it.

Natural disaster proof
facilities around the
country ensure your
organization won't miss
a beat.

Government
Security Features
Benefit from security
systems and features
normally found only in
large organizations.

Devices from all the
leading manufacturers
enjoy the same
experience.

Ease of Use

Fully Managed

Latest Software

Collaborate from
anywhere in the world,
simultaneously and from
organization needs it.
any device.

All infrastructure
hardware, software and
security are managed by
our certified engineers

Enjoy seamless upgrade
upgrades to the most
recent version of your
favorite applications
a beat.
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Improve employee productivity with
instant access to apps, data and
desktops
Deliver a high performance user
experience on any network
Empower workforce mobility with
self-service access to corporate
resources
Secure enterprise content in the
cloud and on the device
Provide a single, flexible solution for
comprehensive management

Workspace-as-a-Service with U2Cloud

Secure and compliant

Workspace-as-a-Service with
U2Cloud offers enterprise grade
security to ensure data and
applications are always secure and
compliant. Workers can access and
sync all of their data from any device
and securely share it with people
both inside and outside the
organization. At the same time IT has
the flexibility to manage that data
on-premises, in the cloud or use a
mix of both for the best economics.
Organizations can minimize loss of
intellectual property and sensitive
private information through
centralization of applications and
desktops, which keeps all data in the
datacenter. Finally, IT can add
features such as data encryption,
password authentication, secure lock
and wipe, inter-app policies and
micro VPNs to mobilize apps to
further secure data on the device.
With Workspace-as-a-Service, all data
transmission is secured through highperformance, standards-based
encryption. Application-level security
is built-in, monitoring and tracking
users and activity to facilitate
compliance with government
regulations and corporate risk
management policies.

Performance and reliability

Our cloud infrastructure provides
your firm with government grade
performance and resource uptime,
for a fraction of the cost. You can
now deliver high performance
Windows content over low
bandwidth high latency WANs,
highly variable 3G/4G mobile
networks or a reliable corporate
LAN. And IT can deliver an
unparalleled, native experience on
any mobile device while securing
the delivery of mobile, web, and
SaaS apps. Together, these
technologies help employees
produce great results

Self-service access to all apps

Workspace Suite provides a unified
app store that aggregates Windows,
web, SaaS and mobile apps for
delivery to any device. The app store
allows IT to host all enterprise
services in a single place where
workers have self-service access to
the apps they need to be productive.
In addition, Once the resources are
ready, users receive an email
informing them where they can
download the relevant client and
connect to their resources.

Predictable costs

Using Workspace-as-a-Service with
U2Cloud provides a predictable, peremployee monthly IT spend —
lowering upfront capital expenditures
with the new pay-as-you-go model.
Your organization can now securely
and easily integrate remote workers
and contractors without adding
additional infrastructure. With
Workspaces, there are no hidden
costs, no software to manage and
none of the headaches traditionally
associated with IT.

Optimized experience on mobile devices
People work with a variety of devices
and form factors over the course of a
day. U2Cloud enables a high level of
management and control over file and
data sharing and provides extensive
security capabilities and enterprise
features such as absolute flexibility to
choose where data can be stored,
robust device security policies,
comprehensive auditing features and
integration with Microsoft Active
Directory.

For more information about any of
our cloud service offerings, please
visit u2cloud.com or contact us at
888.370.5433

“Workspace-as-a-Service with U2Cloud delivers secure access to apps, desktops, data and services
optimized to meet the performance, security and mobility requirements of the modern day law
firm. “
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About U2Cloud
U2Cloud enables users to access data from anywhere and at any time with the same experience you have come to expect from your office
Workspace or laptop. All your software, apps, data files and Email are securely operating in the Cloud. U2Cloud offers ultimate 24/7 portability
and security, at reduced cost and increased productivity. No hassles software updates to download or maintain and simple to subscribe. A
variety of service levels are offered - appropriately scaled to government, private sector enterprise and a wide array of industries. U2Cloud is
operating globally from a growing number of North American facilities on the East coast, Midwest and West coast.
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